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Putting digitalization 
for care in context
Embracing complexity





Healthcare – complex multi-dimensional 
space
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care network

http://www.dh.gov.uk/prod_consum_dh/groups/dh_digitalassets/@dh/@en/documents/digitalasset/dh_4101702.pdf

Increasing costs, aging population, chronic disease burden

http://www.dh.gov.uk/prod_consum_dh/groups/dh_digitalassets/@dh/@en/documents/digitalasset/dh_4101702.pdf.%20Accessed%2018%20April%202011
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Digitalization as enabler



Digitalization Discourses

Conflicting but overlapping assumptions, values, 
world views:

• Modernist (technology-focused, futuristic, utopian)

• Humanist (person-centred, small-scale, grounded in present 
reality)

• Political economy (critical, cautious)

• Change management (recognising complicatedness but not 
conflict)

[Greenhalgh et al, 2012]



Key messages
1. Increasing pressures on health care delivery

- Digitalization as the key enabler – modernist/utopian, political

2. Limited success and evidence base very mixed
- Despite substantial investment in health IT    

3. Critical issues beyond just the technology 
– Humanist & change management issues 
– Studies of health IT in use repeatedly point to e.g., organisational, cultural, 

professional, work practice issues

4. Raises new challenges 
– For how IT is designed/procured, integrated into use, and evaluated

Þ Need a more holistic realistic view … beyond ‘determinants’
Þ More effective inter-stakeholder dialogue & accommodating all discourses



Digitalization of health records



Electronic Health Record Initiatives

1960s Dr Lawrence Weed - PROMIS project

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t-aiKlIc6uk



‘Maturing’ Electronic Health Record 
Initiatives

From small scale – pilots & localised initiatives:
• 1960s Dr Lawrence Weed - PROMIS project

To large scale national agendas:
• Australia: 2001 National eHealth Project -> HealthConnect
• Canada: 2001 Canada Health Infoway 2001 CAD$2.1 billion
• UK: 2002 National Programme for IT -> Connecting for Health £12-

14bill

• US: ~2008 Nationwide Health Information Network; $20 billion to digitize 
health system

• Austria: 2015 implementation of ELGA into public hospitals



UK Politicians’ view in 2002 – EPRs for all by 2005!
– set at Downing Street meeting (Tony Blair) 18 Feb 2002 

§ Patient by 2004/5:
§ receive telecare at home
§ access my own electronic records
§ book appointments convenient for me (and get reminders)

§ Doctor, by 2004/5:
§ EPRs will enable clinical data online & results reporting 
§ prescribe drugs using computer support
§ save 30 mins/day
§ use patient summaries from EPRs eg for emergency care

http://www.computerweekly.com/blogs/public-sector/2008/02/secret-papers-reveal-blairs-ru.html

http://www.computerweekly.com/blogs/public-sector/2008/02/secret-papers-reveal-blairs-ru.html








https://khn.org/OTI3ODU5

https://khn.org/OTI3ODU5


A politician’s view in 2007…

“…my thinking was that people in the 
health system were at least as capable 

as those in the finance system. 

If eftpos could link billions of bank accounts and 
financial institutions around the world, it should surely 

be possible for every Australian patient’s file to be 
copied, indexed, stored and securely made available 
to the patient and authorised treating professionals 

via the internet.

In retrospect, I had underestimated the difficulty …”
[Tony Abbott - 2007 Speech ‘ An e-Health Report Card’ ]

(prev Health Minister/Opposition Leader; now Prime Minister)

http://www.tonyabbott.com.au/LatestNews/Speeches/tabid/88/articleType/ArticleView/articleId/6295/AN-E-HEALTH-REPORT-CARD.aspx


A politician’s view in 2017…

“The fact that there are still just mountains of 
paperwork…

We put a big slug of money into trying to encourage 
everyone to digitalize, to catch up with the rest of the 

world … 

that’s been harder than we expected.…”
[Barack Obama – Jan 2017 interview with Vox]



Key reasons
Issues:
• Workflow issues

– Complexity of work, multiple stakeholders, not understood
– Poor fit to clinical work tasks
– Adding additional work, work-arounds
– Taking time away from the patient

• Usability issues
• Lack of integration, interoperability
• …

Impacts:
• Increasing burnout among hospital staff in large part contributed to 

by EHRs
• Patient harm/deaths due to computer errors
• …



Digitalization for aging care



Bringing ’care’ into the home

Home care

Eg AAL,
Telecare







Fit to everyday life?



The context of real homes

Microsoft’s smart kitchen
80 yr old Sam’s kitchenSmart home brochure



e.g., Pillsy
http://mentalfloss.com/article/500535/smart-pill-cap-helps-you-remember-take-your-meds

Managing medications



[Photos courtesy of Stinne Aaløkke Ballegaard]

Medication management

Everyday strategies in context



Sensing, autonomy, identity

eHome Project



“Not for me!”

Limited uptake

[eHome project & AAL generally]



Who are the technologies for?



http://superflux.in/index.php/work/uninvited-guests/#

http://superflux.in/index.php/work/uninvited-guests/


(Re-)thinking values around 
aging, care, home … ‘patient/user’



Image: https://www.tools4management.com/article/the-perma-model-a-study/

More holistic notions of well-being

[Seligman, 2012]

e.g.

[Later versions add ‘H’ for physical health]



Digitalization & Transformation
Ongoing co-evolution



System challenges to trial AAL
Negotiate a new partnership between 
health & local authority:

“detailed flowcharts to identify key activities, 
responsibilities and timings …; 

training materials for staff and patients; 

shared forms to capture data 

shared spreadsheets to ensure there are no gaps 
in service delivery 

technology-related data to ensure that its location 
and condition (installed & in use/in 
stock/unavailable - awaiting cleaning) are 
known…

methods to address requirements for routine 
portable appliance (PAT) testing … and the safe 
installation of the technology” Fitzsimmons et al, Trials, 2011 p8-9

Photo extract: CC: Rob Igo 2008



Evaluation challenges
• Complex socio-technical-organizational-political 

interventions

• Ongoing appropriation and adaptation in use
– Working out new roles, processes, clinical information 

through trial and use…

• Limits of RCTs

• No one size fits all - Realist evaluations? 
– what works for whom under what circumstances etc



2010



Final Reflections



Digitalization in healthcare …

… is about way more than

just a piece of technology

or just implementing a clinical guideline

or just setting a new policy …



It’s complex!

• Complex socio-technical-org-political contexts 

• Continually evolving

• Diverse stakeholders, participants, priorities

• With often competing concerns

• No clear right or wrong solutions 

• Often unintended unanticipated consequences



Moving forward?

• Embracing the socio-technical-political…
– Understanding complex contexts, needs, values …
– Integrating diverse discourses, stakeholders

• Embracing uncertainty - being more agile
– Technologies and outcomes not given … as installed

• Ongoing design of tech & practices in/through use
• Diverse appropriation processes
• Learn by doing, evaluating, iterating



• Exploring new evaluation approaches embracing 
the socio-technical
– Realist evaluation [Pawson & Tilley 1997]

• What works for whom under what circumstances

– Micro randomized control trials
– Field studies - of appropriation over the long term

• For all stakeholders – broad ‘unit of analysis’

• Relating contexts, appropriation & outcomes
– Developing new design & practice & policy guidelines
– Identification of new roles, processes etc

Moving forward? (Cont.)



Thank you…


